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APPLE BLACK, the HIT MANGA WEBCOMIC featured in digital anthology, Saturday AM, is now a

graphic novel!The young sorcerer, Sano, attempts to fulfill his destiny as savior of the world as he

struggles to solve the mystery behind his fatherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s death and research on the incredible

source of power that is Apple Black. Vol. 1: Freedom Days: 9 Chapters, 262 Pages, Extra

Illustrations and MORE.READ FIRST 4 CHAPTERS FREE! -

http://www.saturday-am.com/appleblack/READ LATEST CHAPTERS HERE! -

http://www.saturday-am.com/subscribe/
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What can I say about this one except truly exciting. I have been subscribed to Whytmanga for a

while and have seen tibbits of this, but never got around to purchasing it until now. I was glad I did.

It's well written and very well drawn. I am always looking to support traditional artists (which I am

myself) so I will continue to support him if he keeps pulling out great stories like this :)

it is a good comic/manga. I enjoyed the story and it's exceptional art work, though someplaces are a



bit difficult to read through the panels, there are quite a few typos, and some esoteric references

without an explanation. I however despise the format and know that  has had books disappear from

owners libraries more than few times, this problem needs to be remedied before I invest in another

book from here and an option for .pdf format. I had difficulties reading the book and couldn't get to

load into the library on several devices after I bought it, I finally got to read several weeks later after

I borrowed a kindle.

I found the author on YouTube and thought I would check out his Manga. I am so glad I did! As an

aspiring Manga artist myself I really appreciate all the work he put into this. All the characters are

unique and loveable, the story holds your interest, and the world that Odunze creates is like Harry

Potter meets Naruto. I'd recommend to anyone who likes shonen manga

Great book, check out this guys you tube channel too. He's got skills.

Pretty good story. There are some spelling errors and on a lot of the pages the words are placed

strangely in the speech bubbles. Mainly in the sense that they aren't centered right which leaves a

lot of excess space inside the bubbles. The art is top notch, I'd even comfortably place it on the

same level as most professional manga artists like Misashi Kishimoto(creator of "Naruto") and Tite

Kubo (creator of "Bleach").Overall it's a story with much potential and worth watching out for the

second volume.

I enjoyed the story and art and was very happy to purchase Odunze's first volume. It is a fun easy

read and very action packed with a lot of interesting characters that i'm excited to see developed

further. The one drawback for me was the slightly grainy quality of the images had from scaling to fit

book size. I'm excited to see what this creator makes in the future and would buy again!

The story was very intriguing and the art is amazing. The quality of the printing could have been a

bit better, but that cannot be helped. The book is very worth it. Lots of in depth story and awesome

fighting scenes. I really enjoyed it!

HOLY CRAP! I'd HIGHLY recommend this manga, the action is on point. The storyline is wonderful

and rather easy to follow along with. This Shonen is a terrific edition to anyone's manga collection!
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